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Chapter 1341-However, in less than a moment, Sean suddenly opened his eyes, raised his hand to cover 

his chest, and knitted his eyebrows tightly. 

 

It hurt. 

 

There was a stabbing pain in his chest as if someone were cutting it with a knife. 

 

Sean clenched his teeth and closed his eyes again, thinking that if he fell asleep, the pain might stop. 

 

Unexpectedly, the sharp pain was getting stronger and stronger, causing his stomach to cramp. 

 

Sean sat up and looked down. At a glance, he caught a glimpse of red blood vessels in his wrist, which 

were even more pronounced than when he was soaking in the hot spring. 

 

They were even spreading up his arm… 

 

Although he did not understand medical science, he sensed that something was wrong. 

 

At once, Sean got up and went to the bathroom to check his body. 

 

He took off his shirt and clearly saw the blood vessels spreading to his heart. 

 

Sean thought, ‘What the hell is going on? 

 

‘What’s wrong with my body?’ It was strange. Molly gave him a full body check-up when she treated his 

legs earlier. 

 

If he had any other disease, Molly would have found out. 



 

Sean couldn’t figure it out for a while. He could only wonder if he had a heart problem. 

 

Thinking of this, he turned his head to look at the sleeping Molly, his tightly knitted brows slowly 

relaxed. 

 

When they got back to Northfolk, he would find time to see a doctor. 

 

Although Molly was a doctor, Sean did not want her to know. Otherwise, she might be worried. 

 

Fortunately, the stinging sensation was slowly easing, and the blood vessels shrank back and finally 

disappeared. 

 

Sean pressed his chest and found that it didn’t hurt anymore. Then he lay back down on the bed. 

 

At this time, inside Kara’s apartment, she took a deep breath and stuck the silver needles one by one 

into the important parts of her body. 

 

Since Eaton forced her to swallow Mother Insect that night, she had read a lot of information. 

 

However, Venomous Insect was a mysterious thing, even an ancient legend to ordinary people, so it was 

difficult to find useful information. 

 

Even if there was helpful information, there was only a little. 

 

Kara did not want to be controlled by Venomous Insect, so she could only use the needle technique to 

drive Mother Insect out of her body. 

 

As time passed, suddenly, a sharp pain shot through her heart. 

 



“Ah…” 

 

Kara couldn’t help screaming out. She covered her chest, rolled off the couch, and curled into a ball. 

 

She knew the Mother Insect in her body was moving. 

 

The pain was so intense that it was like a tide that overwhelmed Kara. She could only bear the pain and 

pull out the silver needle, but it still hurt so much that she almost fainted. 

 

After some time, Mother Insect finally calmed down. 

 

Kara was lying on the floor, breathing heavily. Her forehead was covered in sweat. Her hair and clothes 

were soaked, and she looked messy. 

 

Her eyes were vacant as she looked at the ceiling, and her heart had long sunk into desperation. 

 

She thought, ‘Is there no way out?’ The next morning, Molly woke up and found Sean still sleeping. 

 

In the past, he was the one who got up early, so this was quite rare. 

 

She saw that he was sleeping soundly, so she thoughtfully did not disturb him and slowly got out of bed, 

trying not to make a single sound. 

 

After washing up, Molly ordered breakfast from the hotel. 

 

During this time, Sean showed no sign of waking up. 

 

It was only when the hotel staff brought the breakfast over that Molly came into the room and woke 

him up. 

 



“Sean, get up and eat breakfast.” 

 

Sean slowly opened his eyes when he heard someone calling him. 

 

The first thing he saw was Molly’s delicate face. 

 

Sean slowly smiled, “Good morning, darling.” 

 

“Good morning.” 

 

Molly smiled in response and then noticed that his face was pale.  

 

Chapter 1342-“What’s wrong? Are you uncomfortable?” Molly asked with concern. She reached out and 

touched Sean’s forehead. Then she wondered with a frown, “Your temperature is fine.” 

 

Sean took her hand and smiled, “I’m fine. Maybe I didn’t sleep well last night. I have a little headache.” 

 

“Really?” Molly scrutinized his face. She looked so worried.” Get up and have some food. Let me give 

you a massage on your temples later.” 

 

“Okay.” Sean nodded gently. 

 

After breakfast, Molly sat on the couch and patted the cushion next to her. 

 

“Come here! Let me give you a massage on your temples.” 

 

With pleasure, Sean walked up to her and lay down on the couch. His head rested on her lap. 

 

Then Molly started rubbing his temples. Her fingers were cool. Her movements were gentle. After a 

while, Sean felt better. 



 

“You’re a good masseuse.” He joked. 

 

Molly instantly thought of last night. She rolled her eyes at him and complained, “Yes, I’m much better 

than you!” 

 

“Even though I’m not a good masseuse… I satisfied you last night.” Sean said smugly. 

 

Molly blushed. She slapped him on the head and deliberately hissed, “What are you talking about?” 

 

Sean smiled and didn’t say anything. 

 

The two didn’t speak again and the room fell quiet. Just as Sean was falling asleep, Molly asked quietly, 

“Are you feeling better?” 

 

Sean opened his eyes and looked into her worried eyes. He smiled, “Yes, I feel better.” 

 

He then sat up. His headache was better. 

 

Molly was still worried. She got up to get the medicine. She then watched Sean take the medicine. 

 

Maybe the medicine helped. After a while, Sean’s headache was gone. 

 

All morning, the two stayed at the hotel. 

 

In the afternoon, Alkaid came. 

 

Sean was surprised to see her. 

 



“Chester instructed me to protect Mrs. Anderson here. He had another assignment for Merak,” Alkaid 

explained. 

 

Molly didn’t understand why Alkaid had been assigned to replace Merak, but Sean knew it. 

 

The Martial Art Union must have arranged for a sniper, so Chester needed Merak’s assistance. 

 

Merak was the best sniper in the Stars Group. 

 

When Sean thought of this, his eyes became fierce. 

 

‘It seems that the Martial Art Union is well prepared!’ Sean called Merak in and told her the 

arrangement and then sent her to Chester. 

 

After Merak left, Molly asked, “When are you going to take action?” 

 

“Tonight at ten.” 

 

Molly frowned. Sean’s face was still pale, so she said, “you still have time. Take a nap in the afternoon.” 

 

Sean responded, “OK.” 

 

Actually, Sean had felt a slight pain in his chest since he got up in the morning. 

 

But he didn’t want to worry Molly, so he didn’t tell her. 

 

However, to ensure the success of tonight’s mission, it was not bad to have a rest and save his energy. 

 

After Sean fell asleep, Molly walked out of the room. 



 

Alkaid, who was standing guard outside, greeted her, “Mrs. Anderson.” 

 

Molly nodded to her and said, “I need to get out. Come with me.” 

 

“Where are you going?” Alkaid asked, “It’s dangerous out there, Mrs. Anderson. 

 

You’d better stay at the hotel.” 

 

Molly shook her head, “We’ll be back soon. I’m afraid they might get hurt tonight, but we don’t have 

any medication here. I’ve asked Mr. Scott to prepare a medical kit. We need to go to the research 

laboratory to get it.” Alkaid then nodded and responded, “All right.” 

 

 Chapter 1343-Alkaid accompanied Molly to go to the research laboratory. 

 

Molly, everything is ready.” 

 

As soon as Lynn saw them, she handed a medical kit to them. 

 

Alkaid took it from Lynn’s hands. 

 

“Thank you.” 

 

Molly looked at Lynn gratefully. 

 

Lynn pretended to be unhappy and glared at Molly. “We don’t need any formality among us.” 

 

Molly couldn’t help but chuckle. 

 



Lynn looked at Molly and asked in confusion, “What has happened? Why do you need those 

medicines?” 

 

Lynn was also a doctor. When Molly sent the medicine list to her, she knew what Molly was going to do. 

 

Nothing special. I just temporarily need them. Don’t worry.” 

 

Molly didn’t want Lynn to worry about her and didn’t tell her the truth. 

 

Lynn believed Molly and breathed a sigh of relief. “It’s great.” 

 

Originally, Molly planned to leave as soon as she got the medicines. However, when she heard that 

Wayne and Jadon were there, she decided to go to greet them. Otherwise, it would be disrespectful. 

 

She could only go to greet them. 

 

‘ Why are you still here?” 

 

When Jadon saw her, he was very surprised. 

 

He thought that she would return to Northfolk with Sean after the meal. 

 

“Sean has something to deal with. We will go back in a few days.” 

 

She could only explain in this way. 

 

Jadon didn’t suspect. He nodded and said, “So that’s it.” 

 

She didn’t leave until she chatted with Jadon and Wayne for a while. 



 

Then she went to the restroom. 

 

Unexpectedly, she met Kara there. 

 

Kara had had a grudge against Molly all the time, so Molly decided to ignore her. 

 

When Molly walked over, Kara was tilting her head and checking her neck in the mirror. 

 

Molly glanced at her by accident and suddenly found that many scarlet blood streaks spread on her 

neck. 

 

It looked terrifying. 

 

Molly stopped subconsciously. She turned around to take a close look. After confirmation, she frowned 

and looked at Kara in the mirror. 

 

“What has happened to you?” 

 

At first, Kara didn’t know who had come in. When she found that it was her sworn enemy, Molly, she 

immediately pulled the collar up to cover her neck. She said coldly with a poker face, “It’s none of your 

business.” 

 

Molly frowned more tightly. “It’s none of my business indeed. However, as a doctor, I have never seen 

this. If you don’t feel well, you’d better go to receive the treatment.” 

 

Although Molly had a grudge against Kara, Molly still reminded Kara kindly. After all, Molly was a doctor, 

and those blood streaks were too terrifying. 

 

Kara ignored Molly’s kindness and was about to scold Molly because it was Molly who started the 

trouble. 



 

However, after Kara thought over it, she found that she was wrong! 

 

The type of Venomous Insect in her body was called Love Curse. 

 

And those insects would only take effect between a man and a woman. 

 

She thought that Eaton had put the Child Insect in Molly’s body. 

 

Those days, she had been distracted because of the Mother Insect in her body and ignored the feature 

of the Love Curse… 

 

‘The Child Insect isn’t in Molly’s body. 

 

‘Then where is the Child Insect? 

 

‘Is it in Sean’s body? 

 

‘Humph! Eaton is scheming. He deals with Sean and me at the same time… 

 

‘Without Sean and me, he can be with Molly…’ Her guess sent a chill to her heart. 

 

Seeing that Kara changed her expression again and again, Molly realized that she shouldn’t have 

interfered in it. She turned around and planned to leave. 

 

At that time, Kara said coldly behind her back, “If you have free time, you’d better care about your 

fiance.” 

 

 Chapter 1344-Molly knitted her delicate brows and immediately inquired,” What do you mean by 

that?” 



 

All along, Molly and Kara had never gotten along well. Why did Kara suddenly ask her to care more 

about Sean? 

 

Molly wondered, ‘Is there something I don’t know?’ Kara didn’t intend to say anything else, and after 

looking coldly at Molly, Kara left. 

 

After all, what did Sean’s life have to do with Kara? 

 

If something happened to Sean, Molly would cry her eyes out. 

 

As long as Molly felt bad, Kara would be quite happy. 

 

Molly watched Kara leave with a frown, thinking about whether Kara was deliberately scaring her and 

whether there was really something. 

 

For a moment, Molly couldn’t figure out what was going on. 

 

But from what she knew about Kara, it was more likely that Kara was scaring her. 

 

So Molly didn’t think much about it, and after leaving the bathroom, she went back to the hotel with 

Alkaid. 

 

Sean woke up from his nap and got up, only to find himself alone in the room. 

 

Molly was not there. 

 

He was about to go out to check what was going on when Tony opened the door and came in. 

 

Seeing that Sean was up, Tony respectfully called out, “Sir.” 



 

“Have you seen Molly?” Sean asked in a deep voice. 

 

“Mrs. Anderson and Alkaid went to the research laboratory to get some things.” 

 

It turned out that Molly had gone to the research laboratory. 

 

Sean breathed a sigh of relief, but the next second, his face darkened. He thought that when Molly came 

back, he must talk with her about it. 

 

It was dangerous for her to go out at that hour, even with Alkaid’s protection. 

 

About ten minutes later, Molly came back. 

 

As soon as she entered the room, she saw Sean sitting on the sofa with a sullen face. 

 

Molly instantly understood what was going on. 

 

Before she could walk up to him, Sean pulled her over. 

 

“Next time you want to fetch something, just let our people do it. Don’t run around.” 

 

Although it was a very stern tone, Molly understood that Sean was worried about her. 

 

She smiled and coaxed him, “I went by myself just to make sure there was no missing medicine, and it 

was okay with Alkaid around.” 

 

Sean frowned and wanted to say something else. 

 



“Are you better?” 

 

Molly changed the subject. 

 

“Yes.” Sean nodded. 

 

Molly saw that his face was not as pale as before. 

 

She was about to be relieved when she suddenly thought of Kara’s words. 

 

At that time, Kara’s words were meaningful, although Molly had probably overthought them. 

 

Yet it was better to believe what Kara had said, especially when it was about Sean. 

 

Moreover, Molly was a doctor, so if Sean was really not well, she could definitely find out. 

 

Thus, she said, “Let me take your pulse and see if you’ve recovered.” 

 

Molly wanted to hold Sean’s wrist. 

 

Sean’s eyes flickered. He avoided it and smiled, “It’s really okay. How could I lie to you? Don’t worry.” 

 

Molly thought, ‘Is he really fine? Or is he deliberately not letting me take his pulse?’ Molly frowned, 

wanting to say something. 

 

At that moment, Tony walked in quickly. 

 

He nodded to Molly and then looked at Sean. “Sir, I have something to report to you.” 

 



Sean nodded his head, patted Molly’s hand, and said softly,” Tony and I have something to take care of, 

so can we do the checkup later?” 

 

Not wanting to disturb them, Molly nodded her head in agreement, got up, and left them alone in the 

living room. 

 

 Chapter 1345-Soon it was evening. 

 

Sean was ready and about to leave. 

 

Molly was worried. She grabbed his arm. 

 

“When will you be back?” 

 

Seeing the worry in Molly’s eyes, Sean smiled and rubbed her hair. “I’ll be back soon, in about an hour.” 

 

Molly bit her lower lip. Although she knew Sean and Chester had made a thorough plan, she was 

worried. 

 

Promise me you’ll be back safely, okay?” She looked at him anxiously. 

 

“I promise.” Sean took her hand and said solemnly, “I promise I’ll come back safely. I’ll be back soon.” 

 

Molly was a little relieved. She nodded her head, “Okay. I’ll wait for you.” 

 

Don’t worry.” Sean leaned in and kissed her forehead. Then he turned to leave. 

 

Molly rushed out of the room, stood in the hallway, and watched him heading for the elevator with a 

couple of subordinates, her hands clenched tightly. 

 



“Mrs. Anderson, don’t worry. Chester and the others are with Mr. Anderson. It’s okay.” Alkaid reassured 

Molly. 

 

Seeing them enter the elevator, Molly lowered her eyes and had a bitter smile. 

 

“I trust them, but somehow I feel uneasy.” 

 

Molly looked at Alkaid and sighed softly, “This is going to be a tough fight. I don’t want anyone to get 

hurt.” 

 

“I understand.” Actually, Alkaid was worried too, but she couldn’t let Molly know that. She suggested, 

Mrs. Anderson, let’s go back to the room.” 

 

Molly glanced in the direction of the elevator again. Then she went back to the room with Alkaid. 

 

At 11:00 p.m., Sean’s car left the hotel and headed for South Port Pier. 

 

There were few cars on the road, so their convoy was prominent on the road. 

 

As they drove through the city, everything was fine. Nothing unexpected happened. 

 

However, as they got to the suburbs, Sean looked out the window and instructed in a low voice, “Tony, 

tell everyone to be careful.” 

 

The Martial Art Union had many ambushes on the way to South Port Pier. If they weren’t careful, they 

could lose their lives. 

 

However, Chester had made all the ambushes clear. 

 

As they approached the ambush site, a car stopped and dealt with the men in their way, but it didn’t 

always go so well. 



 

Suddenly, several cars rushed onto the road and blocked their way. 

 

Master, wait a moment. I’ll take care of it right away.” 

 

Sean heard a man’s voice from his Bluetooth headset. “OK.” Sean responded. 

 

He didn’t show any concern. 

 

After about ten minutes, the matter was resolved and they continued on their way. 

 

Forty minutes later, the convoy was about to arrive at the port. 

 

Tony breathed a secret sigh of relief. ‘God bless. We’re here.’ Suddenly, their car stopped abruptly. 

 

Tony almost hit the front window. He yelled to the driver,” What’s going on? How are you driving?” 

 

“I’m sorry, Master. But… Look!” The driver turned around to Sean. 

 

Several men were blocking the road, and they were all carrying guns, targeting their car. 

 

Those men looked reckless. 

 

 Chapter 1346-“greeted” him with such a grand gesture, Sean thought he couldn’t give up without 

showing them what he was capable of. 

 

Moreover, this was expected. 

 



When the driver and Tony heard it, they looked at each other, and immediately started the car. The 

driver was about to put his foot down on the accelerator when the headlights of the car opposite were 

suddenly turned on. 

 

The driver and Tony raised their hands subconsciously and then saw that several cars were parking 

across the road. 

 

“Damn!” Tony couldn’t help but curse. 

 

Unexpectedly, the other party not only sent a few gunned men to stop them. 

 

It was clear that they were determined not to let them pass. 

 

“Sir…” Tony could only ask Sean’s opinion again. 

 

After all, if the car ran them over directly, there would be casualties on both sides. 

 

This was too adventurous. They couldn’t do it! 

 

The light came into the car through the windshield, and Sean’s face was calm as ever. 

 

At this time, there was a sudden sound from outside the car. 

 

It came from far to near. 

 

It was like the sound of wind blowing bushes or footsteps. Tony had a bad hunch in his heart and quickly 

turned his head to look outside. 

 

He saw dozens of men rushing out of the bushes on both sides, and they quickly surrounded their car. 

 



They had encountered all kinds of ambushes on the way. But they were no match for this one. 

 

Looking at the enemy outside, they all fell silent. Tony vigilantly observed the situation outside the car. 

His mind was racing and he was thinking about how to get away. 

 

Suddenly he thought of something, and couldn’t help but sneer, “It seems that the Martial Art Union has 

investigated the terrain here clearly.” 

 

The real ambush place the Martial Art Union chose was not the dock, but here. 

 

The road to South Port was remote. There were mountains on one side and dense forests on the other. 

 

And this was the best ambush place. 

 

The previous ambushes were undoubtedly intended to disperse their force. 

 

Now Sean had less than a third of the men he had when they set off. 

 

“Sir, what should we do now?” Tony turned his head and looked at Sean. Sean leaned back in his seat 

with crossed legs. His expression was calm, and he did not show panic because he was in danger. 

 

He stared at the tall men blocking in front of the car, narrowed his eyes, and smiled sarcastically, “They 

should be mercenaries, not martial art masters.” 

 

‘They’re not?” Tony frowned, “Is there any other ambush?” 

 

At this moment, Sean heard Chester’s voice in his Bluetooth headset. 

 

“Master, their martial art masters stopped me.” 

 



When Sean heard it, he frowned slightly and asked, “Can you solve it?” “Of course, it’s just…” Chester 

paused, “I feel that things are not so simple. All the four martial art fighters they sent have come to me. 

Maybe, our information is wrong and they have other plans.” 

 

Sean guessed what he wanted to say,” Do you mean … they also sent men to come here?” “There are 

eight martial art masters in the Martial Art Union. Two of them have been free recently. So I guess 

they’re probably on their way to deal with you.” 

Chapter 1347-eally want to kill me.’ But it depended on whether they could kill him! 

 

’Can you deal with it?” Chester asked. 

 

Chester knew that there were many good fighters with Sean, but they were dealing with martial art 

masters after all. So he was still a little worried. 

 

“How soon can you solve your problem?” Sean asked. 

 

Chester laughed on the other end of the headset, stared at the enemy in front of the car with sharp 

eyes, and replied, “Everyone says I am the number one. I have to show them why, right?” 

 

He was called the number one for a reason. 

 

Sean smiled slightly, “Well, do it quick. I promised Molly I would be back in about an hour.” 

 

Almost forty minutes had passed since he left the hotel, and there was not much time left. 

 

The enemy must be dealt with as soon as possible. 

 

“Okay. How can I not follow your orders, Master?” Chester teased and hung up the phone. 

 

Tony, who had been quietly listening to their conservation, frowned, and asked, “Mr. Merrick will be 

fine, right?” 



 

Hearing it, Sean looked up at Tony and asked, “What do you think?” 

 

Tony slightly froze, and soon came to his sense, and laughed, “He will be fine. 

 

Mr. Merrick’s fighting skills are unfathomable.” 

 

He was fortunate enough to have seen it once in Unbounded Land. 

 

Several martial art masters under the command of the Master combined were not Chester’s match. 

 

It seemed he was worried for nothing. 

 

Chester was simply a legendary fighting machine! 

 

At this time, a few kilometers away from Sean, Chester, the best martial art master, took off his 

headphones slowly. 

 

Opposite him, the four martial art masters sent by the Martial Art Union were standing in a row, ready 

to fight. 

 

“Have you all heard it?” 

 

Chester raised his eyes and looked at them with a smile, “There is an order from my boss. I will do it 

quickly. Are you going to do it one by one or do it together?” 

 

He rubbed his neck and looked at them with sharp eyes. 

 

The four people would be dealt with in less than ten minutes. 

 



Hearing Chester’s words, the bald man at the head spat and said, “I know you are called the No.1 

martial arts fighter in the Unbounded Land, but please, do not take that too seriously.” 

 

Hearing his words, the other three laughed sarcastically. 

 

Chester was not annoyed, and he said calmly, “Don’t worry. You will know soon.” 

 

“Today I’d like to see what you’re capable of.” The bald man yelled and rushed towards Chester the next 

second. 

 

The four of them were among the eight martial art masters of the Martial Art Union. They had always 

been arrogant. How could they give in to someone they had never fought with easily? 

 

They looked fierce, and Chester didn’t dare to take it lightly. He immediately squared up for a fight and 

intended to deal with them seriously. 

 

The bald man swung his fists at Chester as if he could penetrate a big tree with a single punch. 

 

The other three martial art masters were standing by with folded arms, ready for a good show. They had 

the same thought in their hearts. 

 

They believed that they didn’t need to fight at all because the bald man could beat Chester. 

 

They thought that the bald man’s fist would fall on Chester’s face. But Chester raised his hand calmly 

and blocked his fist without effort. Suddenly, time stood still and they all fell silent. 

 

 Chapter 1348-How…how is this possible? 

 

When the four people, who had been very arrogant, saw that Chester easily stopped the attack, they all 

widened their eyes in shock, especially the bald men. 

 



He found it unbelievable. 

 

He looked at his fist. The punch just now used all his strength, enough to kill a person. 

 

But now, it was easily resolved by this man Chester?! Chester raised his eyebrows. The martial art 

masters of the Martial Art Union did have some skills. 

 

It was just that… they were a lot weaker than expected. 

 

“Is this what …you’re capable of?” He asked the bald man in a low voice, “If it is, you not good enough 

for me.” 

 

He shrugged. 

 

From the bald head’s point of view, this was a blatant provocation! 

 

In the Martial Art Union, no one had ever dared to humiliate his strength like this. 

 

The bald man immediately gritted his teeth and said resentfully, “Don’t get ahead of yourself. I haven’t 

exerted my full strength yet!” 

 

Then the bald man started a new round of attacks. 

 

His every move was fierce and he was trying to hit Chester’s fatal point. 

 

But in Chester’s eyes, it was like scratching, and he was just humoring the bald man reluctantly. 

 

As time passed by, the bald man still couldn’t hurt him in the slightest. 

 

In the end, seeing the bald man’s powerless actions, Chester lost his patience and raised his fist. 



 

“I’ll show you what real martial arts are!” Chester’s fist was wrapped in a fierce wind and smashed hard 

on the bald man’s belly. 

 

The bald man was caught off guard. His whole body bounced off as if he had been hit by a giant truck 

and then slammed hard to the ground. 

 

“Ahem!” The bald man spat out a mouthful of blood, and his face was as pale as paper. Several of his 

ribs were broken, and he was powerless to fight back! 

 

The other three were stunned. 

 

It turned out that this was the strength of the most powerful martial art master! 

 

Chester turned his wrist and looked at the three of them with sharp eyes. He sneered, “I think you’d 

better go together.” 

 

Hearing this, the three men looked at each other, thinking that if one person couldn’t deal with Chester, 

the three of them would be able to beat him! 

 

So, without saying anything, they took out their weapons and rushed forward. 

 

At the same time, Sean’s men also fell into a melee. 

 

“Get rid of them as soon as possible.” Tony pressed the Bluetooth headset and gave an order to his 

subordinates outside. Sean’s men had undergone professional training, and they had fought a lot. 

Everyone’s skills were not bad. 

 

But the enemy had a large number of people and weapons, and their target was very clear. 

 

They were trying to kill Sean. 



 

So they didn’t bother to fight for long and rushed to the car where Sean was riding with their weapons 

in hand. 

 

Through the car window, Sean calmly watched wave after wave of men rushing towards him before 

being stopped by his men. 

 

They couldn’t get near the car at all. 

 

But even so, they still did not give up. 

 

“Don’t let them get close!” Tony opened the car window and ordered the subordinates outside. 

 

At this time, the five mercenaries in front watched the scuffle blankly, raised their guns one after 

another, and aimed at the direction where Sean was sitting. 

 

When Sean saw it, his eyes narrowed slightly, but his expression remained unchanged. Tony saw it, and 

his eyes darkened,” They are going to attack!” 

 

Just as he was about to take out his gun to deal with it, a cluster of blood suddenly sprayed from the 

shoulder of one of the mercenaries, and he staggered back a few steps. 

 

The expressions of the other four mercenaries beside him changed slightly and they shouted, “There is… 

a sniper?” 

 

 Chapter 1349-On a boulder about a thousand meters away from Sean and the others, Merak, who was 

wearing a Lolita dress, was holding a sniper rifle, aiming at the direction where Sean and the others 

were. 

 

Seeing that the bullet had hit the enemy, Merak sipped the lollipop in her mouth, and said, ‘You’re so 

lame. How dare you hurt our Master?” ‘There are five people on the other side.” Dubhe, who was 

protecting her, said. 



 

Merak smiled, ‘There are only five. It’s a piece of cake for me. Oh, right…’ She took out the lollipop in her 

mouth and turned her head to look at Dubhe, “Go and help the Master and the others.” 

 

Sean and the others were in danger now. It was not enough to rely on her to snipe the enemy. Dubhe 

needed to go to the scene to help. 

 

Dubhe was a very important force on their side! 

 

Hearing this, Dubhe asked worriedly, “Can you do it alone? What if the enemy comes over…” ‘So what? I 

have a gun. They should be worried!” Merak didn’t take it seriously, glanced at him, and then looked 

around, “Also, look around. Do you think they can find me?” 

 

This place was very secluded. Besides, it was late at night, so the lighting was terrible. Even she had to 

wear night vision goggles to see the sniper spot. 

 

Dubhe agreed. He could not underestimate Merak’s ability. 

 

‘So you hurry up and help the Master and the others. I’m afraid Tony and the others won’t be able to 

handle it.” 

 

Now that she had said that, Dubhe didn’t say anything more. He just told her to be careful and then 

rushed toward Sean and the others. 

 

The sudden appearance of a sniper disrupted the plan of the five mercenaries. 

 

They didn’t dare to keep a close eye on Sean. 

 

After all, compared to Sean, a sniper dormant in the dark was more dangerous. 

 

Next time it might not be as simple as just hitting the shoulder. 



 

They looked at each other and decided to find the sniper first, deal with him, and then deal with Sean. 

 

One of the mercenaries said to the earphone, “They have a sniper. Please determine the position as 

soon as possible.” 

 

Soon, a voice came from the headset, “Approximate location, 400 to the southeast. I will find out the 

sniper and kill him.” 

 

Then the call was cut off. 

 

Merak enjoyed her lollipop, standing and adjusting the angle of the sniper rifle, intending to aim at the 

second mercenary. 

 

Only by eliminating all the mercenaries could the master’s safety be guaranteed. 

 

Suddenly, an inherent sense of crisis sent a chill down her spine. 

 

A hint of sharpness flashed across her eyes, and with an instinct, she reacted immediately and rolled 

sideways… 

 

The subordinates on the side were startled and were about to ask what was going on when suddenly a 

bullet flew past them and hit a stone one meter away. 

 

The subordinates were all taken aback and immediately reacted. They immediately went into action and 

protected Merak behind them. 

 

Merak stared at the bullet embedded in the stone, and her face darkened. 

 

Fortunately, she had been prepared, or the bullet would have hit her. 

 



“Ms. Merak, are you okay?” One of the subordinates turned his head and asked with concern. 

 

“I’m fine.” Merak came to her sense, stood up, and patted the hem of her dress. 

 

She crunched the lollipop, and said with a cold yet faintly excited look, “It seems that they’ve also 

prepared a sniper. He’s good enough to determine my approximate location…But unfortunately, he 

couldn’t pinpoint my location accurately. This is destined to be their biggest failure!’ With that, she 

immediately set up her sniper rifle and aimed at the direction where the bullet was fired just now. 

 

Twenty seconds later, she locked the exact position of the enemy sniper! 

 

 Chapter 1350-At this moment, the sniper on the opposite side pointed a gun in Merak’s direction. 

Seeing this, Merak licked her somewhat dry lips, and there was a hint of excitement in her eyes. 

 

Tonight, she wanted to see who had the better marksmanship. 

 

Anyway, this was a contest of life and death! 

 

Whoever failed to hit would die! Without any hesitation, Merak pulled the trigger as soon as she aimed, 

and the bullet flew out instantly. 

 

The subordinates next to her were so nervous. 

 

Although they all knew that Merak had excellent marksmanship, they were still very nervous. Not to be 

outdone, the sniper sent by the Martial Art Union also pulled the trigger. 

 

After a while, a bullet flew past Merak’s ear. 

 

The subordinates exclaimed but then felt relieved. 

 



Almost at the same time, Merak’s bullet directly hit the opponent’s chest without giving him any time to 

dodge at all. 

 

That sniper fell back with widened eyes full of astonishment. Merak snorted coldly, “Competing 

marksmanship with me? You’re asking for it!” 

 

Since the enemy who threatened her had been dealt with, now the most important thing was to protect 

the Master. 

 

So, she turned in the direction of the sniper rifle and re-aimed where Sean and the others were. 

 

At this time, after confirming that someone would be responsible for dealing with the sniper, the several 

mercenaries of the Martial Art Union thought that they were safe and sound. So they rushed forward 

without saying a word and fought with Sean’s men. 

 

Originally, Sean’s men could deal with the people of the Martial Art Union. But after those mercenaries 

joined them, Sean’s men gradually fell into a disadvantage. Seeing this, Tony opened the door and got 

out of the car to join the battle. 

 

“Don’t let them get close to Mr. Anderson.” As he yelled, he struck faster, harder, and more accurately. 

 

However, their manpower was limited and they were outnumbered. Seeing the mercenaries 

approaching Sean’s car, one of Sean’s men panicked, and his moves became a little messy. One of the 

mercenaries sent by the Martial Art Union seized this opportunity and stabbed him straight with a sharp 

knife. 

 

When he reacted, it was already too late. 

 

Suddenly someone rushed over and kicked the mercenary away. 

 

“Mr. Dubhe!” The subordinate couldn’t help beaming with joy when he saw who it was. 

 



“Don’t stand still. Get rid of those people quickly.” Dubhe gave the order and then attacked the 

mercenaries. 

 

Seeing him coming, Tony breathed a sigh of relief, “You’re finally here. I thought I was going for a one-

on-five!” 

 

“I will deal with three and you two…” Dubhe quickly made an assignment. 

 

“No problem,” Tony responded. 

 

Then they swung their fists and rushed towards the mercenaries at the same time. 

 

The opponent also rushed up and fell into a melee. Both Dubhe and Tony had good skills, and it was 

easy for them to deal with the five mercenaries. 

 

It was just that in this way, Sean had no one around to protect him. 

 

Sitting in the car, Sean checked the time on his phone and tapped his leg with his fingers. His expression 

was slightly restrained. 

 

If there was no way to return to the hotel in an hour as he had agreed, Molly would be very worried. 

 

Thinking of this, he looked at Tony and Dubhe who were dealing with the enemy outside the car. Seeing 

them defeating the mercenaries, he began to count the time in his heart. 

 

But at this time, he suddenly caught sight of two figures on the other side of the car out of the corner of 

his eye. 1 They looked very tall and strong. Watching them slowly approaching, Sean narrowed his eyes. 

 

It seemed that these two people were the other two martial art masters mentioned by Chester! 


